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Redhill Revolvers New Website:
Just a reminder for all that our new website
(www.redhillrevolvers.co.uk) is up and running and already
holds alot of information from gallery photos, items for sale,
all previous newsletters and of course all the current & past
season scores for each shoot in the league as well as the
one off competitions namely Craig Mawby, Riley Cup etc.
If you have not yet paid a visit to our webpage, then what
are you waiting for, get yourself on a smart phone / tablet /
laptop / PC and head on over and submerse yourself in all
that is Redhill and get up to date with the leagues if nothing
else.
Craig Mawby Memorial Pistol Competition:
This years annual memorial shoot was held on Monday 11th
April, with all proceeds going to the Charity of Lynn Mawby’s
choice. It was a one off competition with prizes for the top 3
shooters on the night. The competition was the first chance
to use the newly purchased biathlon targets as pictured
below, with the aim being to score as many points as
possible over the 4 rounds. 1 point per hit, so 20 points
being the maximum score available.
There was also a mini fun game to play for £2 where the
winner had a chance to win a stack of pellets (R10 Pistol, R10
Rifle and Gekos). The game was simple, you choice which
card you wanted from the deck and have your name written
against it, after everyone had chosen their card(s) we split
the deck from another pack and whoever had their name
against that card won. Well done to Ken Glover Junior on
winning the pellets.
After a night of shooting and a little creative work to get the
targets to flip when being hit, there was a outright winner
with 15points in 1st place, but 3 people tied on 14 points
for 2nd and 3rd place, so was shoot off was held.
Shoot Off round 1 saw a clear winner for 2nd place, but the
3rd place spot was closer and needed a further 2 rounds to
determine the eventual winner. Well done to All and
especially the top 3/4 and thanks for all contributions on the
night, all for a very worth while cause.
Winners:
1st Doug Bunney – 15 points

Interclub Bell Target Matches:
Over the past month or so I have been working on finding
new midlands based clubs who would be up for some
friendly competition in the form of Interclub Bell Target
Shoots, as per the Melbourne matches we currently hold
each year, and I’m delighted to say that so far I have had
multiple clubs reply who would be interesting to shoot 2
legs (1 home & 1 away). These include Rusden, Redditch,
Wolverhampton and Stratford. They all currently shoot in
various leagues either their own club leagues, or regionally
against other clubs so I am currently in discussion with each
of them to establish possible dates for the 1st legs, whether it
be at Syston (preferred option) or theirs, but as all their
leagues start/end at different points and some are unable
to shoot on our usual Sunday evenings it is proving a little
tough, but I’m confident that we can arrange shoots with all
over the coming months, so watch this space.
Committee Meeting – May2016:
In May your committee got together for one of the
quarterly meetings to ensure everything is running smoothly
in the club & also to try and keep fresh ideas coming to keep
members interest and to vary things up a little. One of the
things that was voted in by majority is that for Bell Target
shooting, we will now count all 6 shots, where as before we
used to allow 1 (lowest scoring) to be scrubbed. This will not
only help with competitiveness but will also help the final
league standings from being tied as now every shot counts.
As a direct affect of this , the “full House” will obviously now
be 6 bells, but to be fair to those who are getting 4, we are
still using the old format/reward system for those who get 5
bells for now. The difference being when/if you get the full
6, then you get a gold plaque on the “Full House “honours
board and a Medal to take home rather than the
badge/certificate you currently get for 5.
Also, after a unsuccessful survey to all members for their
input on keep/replace CO2 Speed shooting due to the lack of
replies, the committee are now in discussions with what is
the best way forward on this discipline as numbers have and
continue to drop each week. We will update all once options
have been finalised and a decision has been made

2nd Paul Clarke – 14 points
(won shoot off for 2nd by 1 point)
3rd Anthony Wood – 14 points
(won shoot off for 3rd by 1 point over Pete Chesterton)
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Gamo Compact - £110. If interested please contact
Diviesh on d.navekar@gmail.com
Feinwerkbau 300S complete with diopter sights in
excellent condition, £250. Please contact Aidan on
oldvole62@gmail.com (or he can bring to a Monday
night / LOPC monthly shoot)
RWS Superfield .22 Pellets £7.00
JSB Exact .177 (4.52mm & 4.53mm) - £6.50
Redhill Revolvers Polo Shirt - £15.00
Redhill Revolvers Baseball style Cap - £12.00

